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ABSTRACT 
This note is meant to simplify certain parts of M. Laczkovich’ proof of Erdos’ conjecture about 
functions with measurable differences. The (pseudo)norm occurring in Laczkovich’ proof is re- 
placed by a norm (with essentially the same properties as Laczkovich’ norm) that admits easy mani- 
pulation. The other parts of Laczkovich’ proof of Erdiis’ conjecture need hardly any alteration 
when Laczkovich’ norm is replaced by the one introduced in this note. It is further shown that the 
crucial property of Laczkovich’ norm (as given in [L], Theorem 2) can be derived from the corre- 
sponding property of our norm. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
M. Laczkovich recently proved the following theorem ([L], Theorem 3). Iff 
is a real-valued function defined on R for which f(x+ h) -f(x) is measurable as 
a function of x for every h E R, thenfcan be written asf=g + N+ S, where g is 
measurable over IR, H is additive and, for every h E ii?, S(x + h) = S(x) for almost 
every XE lR. This theorem was conjectured in 1951 by P. Erdiis in connection 
with work of N.G. de Bruijn concerning difference properties of certain classes 
of real-valued functions defined on lf? (cf. [Bl] and [B2]). The proof of this 
theorem as presented by Laczkovich in his paper is pretty complicated, and the 
purpose of this note is to simplify some of the arguments used. 
Laczkovich introduces for his proof a (pseudo)norm in the space S of all real- 
valued measurable functions defined on lR and periodic with period 1. The 
(pseudo)norm is defined by 
IIf]:= inf (u+A({xE[O,~]I If(x)I ra})la>O} 
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for f~ S (cf. [L], section 2). Here A denotes ordinary Lebesgue measure. A 
number of properties of 11 11 are listed in [L] (section 2, (3)-(g)), and a kind of 
“spread” is introduced by putting 
s6f): = inf ( Ilf- ceej ) CE R} 
for f E S (cf. [L], section 2, Lemma 1). Here e is the constant function with 
e(x) = 1 for all x. 
Denote for f~ S, h E R by Thf the element of S given by (Thf)(x) =f(x+ h) 
(XE IR). The following fact (cf. [L], Theorem 2) turns out to be crucial in the 
proof of [L], Theorem 3. If df,), is a sequence in S, then s&)+0 (n+=) if and 
only if II Win -.L II -+O ( II --) 00) for every h E R. The proof given in [L] of this 
property is completely elementary but complicated, and we believe that this is 
caused by the fact that Laczkovich’ norm is somewhat uneasy to handle. 
2. A SUITABLE NORM FOR THE SPACE S 
We introduce a norm for the space S (with essentially the same properties as 
Laczkovich’ one) that admits easy manipulation. 
DEFINITION 1. ForfES, gES we put ’ dUgI: = r If(x) - g(x) I 1 + If(x) - g(x) I dx, llfll d:=4.K 0). 
0 
It is easy to prove that d is a (semi)metric in S (cf. [HI, Ch. VIII, section 42, 
exercise (4)). 
We list some further properties of d and 11 II d in the following lemma (cf. [L], 
section 2, (3)-(g)). 
LEMMA 1. Let f~ S, g E S. Then we have 
0) OrdV;g)<L 
(ii) dGf,g) =0 if and only if f=g (a,e.), 
(iii) tlf+glId~ llflld’ II&f3 
(3 II Gfll d = llfll Ah E 0 
69 WE WI) If( rff~)blfHdyu>O), 
(vi) if df,), is a sequence in S, then Ilf,Ild~O (n-+oo) if and only if f,+O 
(n + 03) in measure, 
(vii) limh,e jl Thf-fld = 0. 
PROOF. The proofs of the properties (i) and (ii) are trivial, and as to 
property (iii) we note that 
-+ b a a+b -> 
l+a l+b - l+a+b 
(~~10, bz0). 
Property (iv) follows from periodicity off. 
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Property (v) is proved as follows. Let a > 0, and let E: = {x E [0, 111 If(x) ) B a}, 
Then we have 
Hence A(E) I 
To prove property (vi), let cf,), be a sequence in S. If I]f, lid-+0 (n-a), then 
4{= WY 11 I IAIW I =)PO (n -00) for every a > 0 by property (v), whence 
f,+O (n-00) in measure. If f,-+O (n+~o) in measure and a>O, then 
llfnlld( fj +4{=WlI If,W ww 
if n is sufficiently large. Hence Ilf, IId--+ (n+m). 
Finally property (vii). Let (t,), be a sequence of step functions in S with t,+f 
(a.e.). Then Ilf- t,, II d-+O (n -+ 00) by property (vi), and it follows from property 
(iii) and (iv) that for every n E IN 
IIThf-flk IIThf-TdnIld+ IIrhtn-f~tId+ k-f/d= 
Now if E >0 is given, take n E N such that 11 f - t,, )Id<d2. Since lim+o 
II Thtn- &Id=0 we find II rhf-flld<& if h is sufficiently small. q 
The above lemma shows that our norm II iid has essentially the same proper- 
ties as the norm 11 )I of Laczkovich (we do not have property (7) of [L], but in 
the proof of Theorem 3 of [L] property (v) of the above lemma is equally 
useful). 
3. MAIN PROPERTY OF 11 IId 
We derive now the main property of II (Id (i.e. [L], Theorem 2 with II IId 
instead of II II). We first introduce a notion of spread for elements of S (cf. [L], 
section 2). 
DEFINITION 2. Let f E S. We define (recall that e(x) = 1 (XE IR)) 
s&):= inf {llf-c.e(ld ICE I?}. 
We have the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2. Let f E S. Then 
(i) there exists a co E II? such that Ilf - co. ell d =~(f), 
(ii) sd(Txf) =s&) for every x E R, 
(iii) df) 5 j; II Gf -f II&h 
(iv) II Thf-fllds&Cf) for every he ii?. 
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PROOF. As to (i) we observe that IIf- c.e[ld depends continuously on CE IR, 
and that Ilf-c.eIId-)l if ICI +oo by Lebesgue’s theorem on dominated con- 
vergence. Since jflld < 1 we can find an A > 0 such that IIf- c. elld 2 IIf/ d 
for I c( >A. Now Q(J) = inf { IIf- c.el/d[cEil?} is attained at some point 
cOc [ -A,A). 
Property (ii) follows at once from Lemma 1, (iv). 
Now we prove property (iii). We obtain by Fubini’s theorem 
1 II W-Al& = 1 [ 1 = 1 dx] dh 0 0 0 ;f;;h;<;;j I 
I I 
= 
SIS 
Ifcx+ @ -fcx) ( 
o 1 + If(x+ 4 -f(x) I 
dh 
1 s 
dx= ’ II Txf -f(x)4 c& 
0 0 
By definition of s#) and (ii) we get 
d II~f--fW4&~ &ifW= hfW=sdcf). 
0 
Hence IA II Gf -f II ddh 1 d.0. 
To prove property (iv), we note that for every CE lR, h E IR 
(I Tlf -flld ll T?f- 4d+ Ilf-c4Id=2Ilf-+eIld 
by Lemma 1, (iii) and (iv). By taking the infimum over all CE R at the right hand 
side, we get II Thf - f IIds2.sd(f) for every h E I!?. cl 
We arrive now at the counterpart of [L], Theorem 2 for (1 IId, 
THEOREM 1. Let df,), be a sequence in S. Then we have ~cfn)+O (n-+ 00) if 
and only if 1) Thf, -f, IId+ (n-+03) for every h E IR. 
PROOF. First assume that ~cfn)-+O (n --+oo). It follows at once from Lemma 
2, (iv) that 1) r, f, -f, II d+O (n+ 00) for every h E R. 
Next assume that II Thf, -f, IId-+ ( n+oo) for every he I?. Since !7'hf, - 
-f.& c 1 (h E R, n E ihl) we have by Lemma 2, (iii) and Lebesgue’s theorem on 
dominated convergence 
Analyzing the proof of [L], Theorem 3 we see that this proof needs no alter- 
ations if (I Id instead of )I II is used, perhaps except in the proof of the assertion 
about G in (22). There [L], section 2, property (7) is employed, but we may use 
Lemma 1, (v) instead (the assertion about G can also be proved by noting that 
for every sequence cf,),, in S with C r= t IIf, Id< IJO we have f,-+O (a.e.)). 
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REMARK. It is equally possible to get to Laczkovich’ main result (i.e. his 
Theorem 3) by first deriving [L], Theorem 2 (which is our Theorem 1 with (1 II 
instead of 11 IId) f rom our Theorem 1, and then leaving the proof of [L], 
Theorem 3 as it is. 
Indeed, let df,), be a sequence in S with 11 Thfn -f, 11 +O (n-+oo) for every 
h E R. We shall show that sdfn) -+O (n + ao). 
We first note that, for every sequence (g,), in S, IIg, IId-+ (n-+ 00) if and only 
if II&II -0 (n -too) by Lemma 1, (vi) and [L], section 2, (9). Hence II Thfn - 
-f, IId+ (n+oo) for every h E R. 
It follows from Theorem 1 that s&,)-+0 (n-m). We can find by Lemma 2, 
(i) a sequence (c,), in IR with s&,) = Ilf, - c,. e )( d (n E NJ). Now Ilf, - c,. elld+O 
(n+oo), whence llfn - c,,.eI 30 (n-00). Since for every n E t?J 
dLJ 52 llfn - cn d e II 
we conclude that sdf,)-+O (n-+oo). 
The proof of the converse statement can be given along the same lines as the 
proof of the first part of our Theorem 1. 
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